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I went searching for a story at the river. A story that wanted to be told to each of you, to these 

walls, to the fish and the future. A story that sings in each of us, that asks us all to sing. I found 

it in the still horizon of night and day when I slowed down and helped my baby learn how to fall 

asleep. I translated it the best I could from her breathing quiet into English. 

 

She told me that there will be a girl. Conceived because of and despite of the times. 

  

The time of walls. 

  

Of inside versus outside. 

  

Of tension of opposites of opposition. 

  

A time on the edges of endings. 

  

In this, our time of borders, a woman readies her body for creation. Her hair is silver remnants 

of glaciers. Her hands open and they are full of stars. She looks at walls and says hello to the 

once upon a time rocks and they sit and look at each other and wonder what to do. Crumble or 

create. 

  

The woman does not know what to do. 
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She knows that all things that exist have an origin. She crisscrosses the city, looking for the 

beginning of something, but only finds the results of something else. Eventually the woman 

looks down and sees that threading a crooked line next to her has always been the wide deep 

river. It does not say a word, its voice locked. The woman trusts that this silent significant 

turning river might help her understand small beginnings. She decides to take the straight lines 

and follow the new maps to find the origin of the Mississippi. 

  

The woman parks and follows a well worn path where the river starts. She finds a place of quiet 

where she can ask the current everything 

 

Mother:  Are we meant to break or build? are we yours or are you ours? who and why and when 

alters everything?  

but what comes out of her mouth is Exhale. Inhale. (breathe) 

 

Her eyes become shallow pools where a paddlefish decides to lay her eggs. All of the 

accumulating beginnings summon the great great grandmothers. They swim across and up from 

oceans, climb the roots, land from the edges of constellations to meet at the mouth of the 

great river, invisible to the tourists. A circle of quiet forms around the woman and the 

paddlefish eggs. 

  

The grandmas get to work sewing a net of time to dip into the shallow spawning water to catch 

the lives meant to usher in the future. The woman finds her hands are making a nest from 
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discarded plastic and prairie cord grass. She swallows the nest. It will hold her eggs and the 

paddlefish eggs that lay in the pools of her eyes. All work silently. The woman studies the turtle 

to see how her body can also be a safe home. 

 

The father donor is far away because it is not a fair time. He has walls all around him. He too 

hears the quiet and writes love poems onto the lines of light that come from the horizon right 

before the sun. He makes hammer and chisel prayers. He sends part of himself to her using the 

remnants of glacier. Thousands of years pass as she braids nests and nets and him and her and 

shallow water and deep and true beginnings. 

 

Soft and important walls form in the black place of body where we all begin. 

 

The woman becomes mother. Drives home on Highway 10. Reaches Minneapolis at midnight. 

 

SONG: Follow the line. The line of time. See how it winds, winds, winds.  

 

The baby is named little missy, born into warm water and her mother’s blood. Baby thinks her 

wails are laughter asks what is light and right away the smell of the world is milk and song. 

 

No one notices the paddlefish eggs that were with her in the womb. They go with the rest of 

the birth water down the drain. The baby and the eggs laid plans when Little Missy was sill 

webbed toed and summersaulting in the womb. Missy held the paddlefish in the watery womb 
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through awake and asleep and hiccups and they both knew the Mississippi is where they would 

meet again. Promises formed as organs shaped and their job of aliveness came into focus. 

SONG: Find me find me when you are free, free, free  

 

Now Little Missy is happy sad every day that she is out. Her mother buoys her sorrows with 

sweet milk and warm hands that pat her small back. Little Missy remembers the promises from 

the black nest of creation, how light and world was all longing. Now she sees the city is hot with 

things that were once one thing and have now been made into something else; far away from 

their origins. She learns the language of the ground that memorizes stories about all the 

different times, the time of roots, the time of uprooting, times of annihilation. The ground tells 

her about the missing rock sand and gravel taken to build the walls that are all around Little 

Missy, her mama, and her donor father and all of us. She lifts her little arms when the wind 

blows as if to say 

Little Missy: I see it all, but I don’t understand. 

SONG: We see the walls, we feel the missing ground missing ground missing ground rising up all 

around all around all around. 

 

Meanwhile the paddlefish emerges from its egg in the Mississippi’s gorge between two locks 

and dams. The paddlefish spends its time searching. Watching the banks for signs of Little 

Missy. Traveling back and forth wall to wall, its path a line that says  

 

Paddlefish: I see it all, but I don’t understand. 
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The Father Donor does not have a Visa, or a phone call, or a Greencard, does not have a release 

date, papers, a pardon, a lawyer, cannot pay for a ticket or the right medications, is working 

overtime, is digging, is mining, is organizing, is no one’s priority except the sky who sends what 

it can; the wind, a monarch, dark then the return of light. 

  

Drops of the river that the paddlefish breathes in and out evaporate into a cloud, are carried 

through a low-pressure system south, and turn into a rain drop that touches the father donor’s 

face. This piece of traveling water tells the father donor of a fish that shared the darkness of 

creation with Little Missy.   

  

The sky offers to shuttle messages between him and the fish. The father collects his sweat and 

his crying and his spit after he laughs, placing it all in a bowl in the sunlight of a small window. 

His evaporated water is sent north in a cloud destined to rain over the Twin Cities. The 

paddlefish breathes this rain and is introduced to Little Missy’s father donor. They send 

messages across weather systems for years. Messages of walls, wombs, eggs, locks, borders, 

dredging, digging, cementing. The paddlefish transforms the consumed messages into muscle. 

The companionship of their communication across species, sky, element, evaporation, and 

integration becomes more true than any wall. 
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Little Missy and her mom are quite the pair. Their two souls have found their way to each other 

throughout time in a hundred different configurations. Little Missy learns to listen early on 

because mama has a lot to catch her up on. Her mother explains;  

 

Mother: We use a thing called money. We do a thing called labor. Everyone is made to go their 

own way. Nothing is given to anyone, especially not moms. Very few things we need are made 

by anyone we know, so we have to go out and get most of it. We will spend our days apart. 

 

Little Missy nods and cries some, her mom licks her tears. They furrow their brows. This makes 

them laugh. Laughing at how strange it all is becomes her mom’s first lesson in bravery.  

 

Mother: “Remember, my Little Missy, the idea that you are ever alone is only just an idea  

 

Little Missy observes the different forms of separation during the day but dedicates her dreams 

at night to imagining the opposite. In these dreams, there is always the paddlefish swimming 

just ahead of her. Little Missy keeps her secret but mama notices that each time they cross the 

Mississippi River on a bridge Little Missy sings a low and lovely hum that she offers, palms open. 

Mama learns the song and hums the tune all day at work when they are apart. 

 

Time passes. One day, her mom says that she is old enough to be free now. Gives her a bus pass 

and tells her all the routes to the river. Missy rides downtown and makes her way to the ruins 
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that crumble up the steep embankment. She intends to search for her old companion the 

paddlefish who has never stopped its laps from wall to wall, also scanning the shore for her.  

 

The river falls over a concrete apron. Over and over again. Upstream, stripped trees edge up 

against tiered concrete dams. She scans the straight and tall and proud concrete walls are of 

the long abandoned lock. The water does not say a word to her. Missy tries to understand what 

she thinks but her mind gets locked up. Since she has become a student of separation, she is 

not surprised at the ways ninety degree angles evoke awe and sadness both. The river is stuck 

in its own manufactured repetition. She wants to touch it but it is not allowed. Missy looks for 

places to go in and wade. Has to walk a long time to find a place to touch the water. 

 

The paddlefish senses the day’s difference. The sky offers a bright blue for the fish to reflect. 

Everything is brightening. The girl makes contact with the river’s water. She looks down. Fish 

looks up. 

 

SONG: I see you. I see you. You are me, I am you.  

 

There are moments when all the ways we are weighted, lift. Moments when we find something 

we were made to find, moments that are the end of a search. Who are we, when we are 

released from a long road of longing and have to reorient to our dreams and the fact that they 

have come true? This is what fish and Missy ask. 
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Missy assembles a makeshift raft from plastic bottles she finds at the river bank and paddles 

behind her old friend. Paddlefish takes her wall to wall. Missy feels awe and sadness again that 

walls are up even under water.  

 

Missy: I see it all but I don’t understand.  

  

Paddlefish says it is meant to spawn far north, on the other side of the wall. Tells her, 

 

Paddlefish: I have been searching for you and sandbars for my eggs. There is nothing for me in 

this water, except you. I have stayed alive because I need your help and I have a message to 

bring a message to you. Bring your mother next time you come down the steep bluffs. Bring 

supplies.” 

  

Missy fakes fever. Her mom calls work to tell them she can’t come in then rages when she finds 

Missy’s healthy after all. But softens at the invitation to pilgrimage. The backpack is filled with 

supplies. On their way out the door, Missy grabs the net that the grandmas sewed at the mouth 

of the river to catch Missy’s spirit. 

  

Paddlefish waits, full of ancient future ready to be laid. This time, it is the million year old 

paddlefish grandmas who swim from the long ago to the moment. Their presence urges on 

another generation. The mother reaches the shore and watches Missy receive silent 
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instructions from the laboring fish. They just breathe together. One air, one water. (Molly and 

RItika breathe together) Mother says,  

Mother: I see it all, but I don’t understand.  

Missy says:  

Missy: You don’t have to. 

Instructs her that the fish needs a nest, this one made of sand. Missy begins scooping the sand 

with the spirit net. Mother and daughter work with great intention, shaping rocks and gravel at 

the edge of the river bank. The paddlefish watches the women make the sandbar she has 

needed.   

  

When there are shallows and the night has set in to cool the water, Paddlefish offers the pool 

her eggs, then swims out into the expanding black night and is never seen again. The mother 

and daughter know there is no male paddlefish close enough, knows the river is not in the right 

way and that the eggs have no chance. There is nothing left but their own bodies and their trust 

in them. They lift the silvery pearls into their cupped hands. Bring them to their lips. Swallow. 

Immediately, they are overcome with the father donor’s messages encrypted into round little 

beginnings. 

 

SONG:  You are made of love, all love is timeless, borderless, let down your walls. Feel. Feel. 
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Mama and Missy sit on the beach, and make their bodies into river, a temporary home for the 

swallowed eggs. The night lightens and the whole world wonders whether to crumble or create. 

The two generations talk while the sun rises and listens to their conversation; 

Missy: Will the eggs be safe? 

Mama: I do not know. I did not know if you would be safe, when you were in me. I asked the 

rocks in the walls whether or not I should have you. 

Missy: You did not know whether or not to have me? 

Mama: I wondered if it was right for me, to bring a new life into the madness of the world. 

Missy: What did the rocks in the wall say? 

Mama: They said that they were taken and broken and made to become something they never 

intended to be. The said they were tired. They had to hold back so much that wanted to be free. 

Missy: That’s so depressing. Why did you decide to have me? 

Mama: I wanted to see if I could take a soul and help it become what it was intended to 

become. 

Missy: Are you glad you made me? 

Mama: You make me the happiest I have ever been. But now I think that I made you for so many 

more reasons than just me. I think the rocks and the paddlefish wanted me to make you, too. 

Missy: Why? 

Mama: Because I see that you are here to help them, too. 

 

They spend all day and into the next night planning, feeding their fire. A pickaxe is fashioned 

out of fallen tree and limestone they chip off the cliff side. They are both now part paddlefish, 
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or perhaps they have always been. The flame from the fire comes with them under water. 

Breathe the murky thick water, dense from its own grief. It stings and clogs their skin, but it also 

carries them to where they need to go. When they reach the wall and follow it down to where 

it meets the riverbed. Daughter feeds the underwater fire so mother can use the pickaxe to 

begin chiseling away at the rock. The whole time they comfort and assure the wall that it has 

served its purpose. It has done exactly what it was asked to do. And now it must crumble. They 

sing while they work: 

 

SONG: The time of walls is done. Crack the concrete. Crack the concrete. Make way for a new 

and old extraordinary. 

 

The fish from the river and the fish in the river who have come from across the sea watch the 

women work. A bluegill takes loosened pebbles away downstream. Shad fish urge them on 

from the deep. They all feel the magnet of the current’s desire. The women become every 

woman, become every fish, become every ending and beginning. Fueled from the father 

donor’s message of being loved and wanted, surging with the responsibility of protecting the 

eggs, their efforts with spark, rock, muscle are noticed by the current and the public that begin 

to wake up from their long sleep. The river feels the beaconing of its own liberation. The 

women, the fish, the limestone chisels, the breathing of the women becomes the breathing of 

the river. They all work and work and show up to the work. They are joined and joined and 

joined. This wall is every wall. The women carry the paddlefish eggs deep inside them, learn to 

breath under water. The mothers and daughters work the cracks and reach the sediment. The 
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sediment sighs into its release, the river seeps into itself, meeting itself. (Silence) The women 

swim to the surface, erupt in brave laughter, float on their backs in the moonlight to catch 

some rest—two of many free people, people who free. The moon looks down in love; 

 

MOON SONG: Find the holes in the ground, and fill them back with what you took. Return the 

rock. Return the river.   

 

Inside of Missy, her eggs float beside the paddlefish eggs. They hold the possibility of 

descendants who will be born into a new time. She knows when she is ready she will leave her 

mother to swim against the current to lay the ancient paddlefish eggs in their original shallow 

spawning waters. She looks upstream and sees a time still unwritten. A time that will begin with 

a river that has been returned. The surface of the water receives her wishes and all of our 

wishes for the loves we have now and the loves we have not yet met. Our wishes are significant 

enough to penetrate the depths and light enough to become cloud, either way we drink and 

receive and give and return.   

 


